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Climate Center puts
weather on the Web
Chelsea DeWeese
For the Kaimin

Josh Drake/Montana Kaimin

Alumna Kristin Larson peruses the housing bulletin board in the UC on Tuesday. “I’m hoping to find a more catfriendly place to live,” Larson said.

Renting in a landlord’s market
Madeleine Creevy
Kaimin Reporter

About 10,000 Students
UM students
advised to
live off campus, not be shy
according to the when
Off-Campus
discussing
Renter Center,
leases
and many are
faced with the
decision of whether to rent from private homeowners or property-management agencies, which are often
more expensive.
“Missoula is a landlord’s market
and has been for years,” said Judy
Spannagel, director of the Renter
Center.

Students need to be aware of
whom they are paying rent to and
what they are paying for because
they are liable to pay for services
they are not receiving, she said.
Lee Miller, a senior at UM, said he
has been renting homes in Missoula
for the past five years and has rented
from both property-management
companies and private homeowners.
After experiences with both, Miller
said he strongly prefers private owners.
“I will never deal with a rental
agency again,” he said. “In my experience the rent has been higher and
their services have not been worth
paying for.”
Miller said he rented from a prop-

erty-management agency for less
than a year because the house was in
such bad condition when he moved
in.
“The washer and dryer were broken the entire time, the windows
were leaky, and the house was 100
years old,” he said.
“After my six-month lease expired
I got out of there,” he said.
Steve Gross, manager of Bitterroot
Property Management, said rental
agencies can provide a communication link between homeowners and
tenants.
“We are here 24 hours a day to
help tenants,” Gross said.

Want to watch snow blanket the
already begging-to-be-shredded Big
Sky’s Lone Peak, figure out whether
the drive there will be safe, determine
your chances of getting any fresh
tracks, and know exactly what time to
grab a snow bunny to watch the sunset — all in one fell swoop?
Now you can do all these and find
a vast array of other weather facts,
thanks to the new Montana Climate
Center.
The center, established this semester, is run out of the fourth floor of the
University of Montana Science
Complex. This will make Montana
the 48th state that has a state climate
center, and one of the 41 that run
them through universities, according
to a press release.
The center has established a Web
page that will serve as a conduit
between users and a variety of agencies that provide climate and weather
information.
“The site is geared toward scientists
to land managers to the general public,” said Steven Running, a UM ecology professor who is involved with
the center.
At http://climate.ntsg.umt.edu,
users can access information such as
short-term and long-term weather
forecasts, national weather and climate trends (such as the drought
enveloping the West), and sunrise and
sunset timetables.
Users, via a real-time webcam, can
even watch migrating wildlife mill
around the Mammoth Terraces at
Yellowstone National Park or winter

See RENTERS, Page 8

winds whip the slopes of Big
Mountain.
Founders of the Web site say they
hope that as the site develops, weather
junkies can find all the Montana
weather information they could ever
hope for in one location.
“This is really a University service
to the state, is what it boils down to,”
Running said.
Running is the director of the
Numerical Terradynamic Simulation
Group. NTSG is a climatology
research group in the College of
Forestry and Conservation that will be
responsible for maintaining and
updating the site.
Along with other projects, the
NTSG has developed software for
NASA satellites that map photosynthesis and vegetation productivity
across the world. The global community, Running said, also interprets this
data when measuring global warming.
Running said that as technology
advances and programs such as
NTSG collect more climate information, the Climate Center Web page
will reflect that.
“This (site) gives us a platform to
put out any new data that would have
value to the public,” he said. “This
Web site is complete as a startup
point, but you can also improve it
over its lifetime.”
Don Potts, a water-resources professor at UM, is the new center’s
director and therefore the new state
climatologist.
He referred to the center’s Web
page as a “one-stop shopping” site
that provides access to information
from the National Weather Service,
See CLIMATE, Page 8

Council candidates quizzed on student issues
Alisha Wyman
Kaimin Reporter

Student forums in the UC held over the
last week gave students the opportunity to
ask candidates for City Council questions
about the occupancy standard, parking,
housing, same-sex benefits and other
issues.
ASUM, MontPIRG and Phi Sigma
Alpha sponsored the events, which were
aimed at arming students with the information they need to decide which candidate they would vote for, said Matt Singer,
ASUM student political action director.
“The city issues are very frequently
ignored by students, but it’s also the issues
that just affect student life on a day-to-day
basis,” he said. “It’s not as sexy as the war
on Iraq, but it’s what we do every day.”
About 4,800 students are registered to
vote, which constitutes 13 percent of
Missoula. It’s important for students to
show the Legislature their influence in
Missoula by voting, Singer said.
City Council elections for Wards 1
through 6 are on Tuesday.
Here are the main topics the candidates
discussed at the forums.
Occupancy Standard
Although Mayor Mike Kadas vetoed
the housing-occupancy standard last fall,
the issue could go before the City Council
again. The standard would have limited
the number of residents in households in
certain areas of Missoula.

Many candidates at the forums strongly
opposed the measure.
“It borders on legislating behavior,” said
Stacy Rye, a candidate for Ward 3, which
encompasses the University residential
area. “You can’t take away the rights of a
group of people to make life more comfortable for other groups.”
Tim Lovely, candidate for Ward 4 in
southeastern Missoula, agreed.
“In the form that I’ve seen, it doesn’t
seem to be legally defendable,” he said. “I
don’t think the city has any business saying which households are appropriate.”
But others said they would consider it
with some changes.
The philosophy might help solve some
of the problems of having numerous students living in one house or apartment,
such as parties and lack of parking, said
Renny Malach, a candidate for Ward 6, the
area between Russell and Reserve streets.
“It gives the students a bad name
because of a few,” he said.
Cass Chinske, candidate for Ward 1, a
large area spanning from the Rattlesnake
to East Missoula, suggested applying the
standard only to business-owned housing,
not homeowners.
Jerry Ballas, the incumbent city councilman for Ward 4, was one of those responsible for bringing the ordinance to the
council. He said he advocated its return,
with some changes.
“It would be to the benefit of students to
limit the overcrowding of single-family

households,” he said.
Parking on campus
Lack of parking on campus is an everchallenging issue, said Don Nichsolson, a
candidate for Ward 2, which covers the
region from Broadway and Orange Street
north to the Grant Creek area.
“I don’t know how many parking tickets I’ve had, and it’s not an easy deal,” he
said.
In previous years, Nichsolson supported
building a parking garage across from the
Adams Center, although the efforts stalled
because of a lack of funds, he said.
Pete Pettersen, candidate for Ward 1,
suggested adding levels to the existing
parking west of the Adams Center. Money
from grants and partnerships through the
city, state and the University could fund a
project of that magnitude, he said.
Nichsolson and Ward 2 challenger
Elizabeth Macasaet, along with many
other candidates, said the bus and bike
systems should be improved.
If the city works with grass-roots organizations, it will be able to accomplish
more, Macasaet said.
Housing
While many candidates are optimistic
about the supply of housing rising to meet
demand after the last building season, the
market needs to be more competitive in
pricing and quality, said Alan Ault, a candidate for Ward 4.
“I’ve seen some of the housing that stuSee PANELS, Page 8

Josh Drake/Montana Kaimin

Ward 1 candidate Pete Pettersen (left) answers students questions at the UC on Tuesday. Fellow Ward 1 candidates Cass
Chinske (center) and Heidi Kendall (right) also answered
questions concerning the occupancy standard, same-sex benefits and parking on campus.
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Editorial

Students’ rights as renters
glossed over too often
Renters beware: It’s a shark-eat-minnow world out there.
Whether you are renting from a fat-cat Missoula property-management agency or a nice old lady leasing out her attic, there is
very little question that you will get taken if you do not take steps
to protect yourself.
While the University of Montana’s Renter Center is certainly an
asset, there is no better friend to a college-aged renter than complete mistrust of the person on the other side of a lease agreement.
And my, my — how often it is reciprocated. The steps one has
to take to rent from some of Missoula’s more expansive realty
companies are downright humiliating. Odds are, you are not a
serial arsonist out on parole, but expect to be treated as such as an
applicant under 30 years of age. Background check, credit check,
statement of earnings, references, rental history — merely the
courtship to a infuriating relationship.
On the other end of the spectrum, landlords are at least more
approachable. But while there is a direct line to the people who
should be solving your problems (as opposed to the assistant of
the assistant of the person in charge of your property), they are
not an office or an organization whose sole responsibility it is to
manage your property.
They are average people who often believe their job stops at
owning the property and collecting money from tenants. As long
as you are paying a landlord and under a lease, it is their responsibility to maintain the property first and collect your money second.
Another case of idealism in the face of reality — how often is a
property managed effectively, how quickly are these problems
solved? Both landlords and property-management companies
seem to be of the mind that if you are not calling them three times
a day, then your problem can wait at least three months.
If something breaks, don’t hold your breath — it’s obviously
the fault of the renter, brought on by kegstands or some other college-aged shenanigan. Surely, it has nothing to do with a property
nearly falling apart from years of habitation and lackluster
upkeep.
If you’re planning on what to do with your deposit money once
you get it back, stop right now. You won’t be seeing it again, barring plans to play janitor for the last week of your lease.
The question is, how can landlords and property managements
take such routine advantage of their largest market? Because we
let them.
Apathy has long been the plight of the college student. In a
world where entertainment and midterms often stand at approximately equal footing, priorities and maturity often lag behind.
The bottom line is: Document everything, question everything,
and make copies of any and all forms and communication.
Demand receipts for charges deducted from your deposit, be thorough with your property-inspection checklist and, most importantly, don’t take no for an answer.
Scott Bennett, design editor

The MONTANA KAIMIN welcomes your letters
to the editor and guest columns.
Please keep letters less than 300 words, and
columns must be about 700 words.
Send both to letters@kaimin.org

Letters
to the editor
Plus/minus grading is fairest option
Why are people so terrified of a plus/minus grading
system? From what I’ve noticed, I guess it is going to
destroy the lives of our 4.0 students. The 4.0 students
should be the LEAST worried about this system. If
you are the top students in the University in all areas
that you study, then you will remain a top student;
nothing will change if you EARN your A’s. I did some
quick math, if you take 120 credits at UM and get one
A minus every semester for four years, you will still
end up with a 3.93 GPA, which is very respectable.
In response to the Oct. 15 letter from Jennifer Lince
and Danielle Engebretson, where do you get the notion
that you know what all UM students want? Maybe
your friends don’t want plus/minus grading, but did
you go out and survey a sufficient portion of the student body and we all said we hate this new system? I
don’t think so, so please don’t tell me what we want.
Your statement, “Students will now be at the mercy of
their professors,” give me a break! I can see it now,
professors all getting together over at the Iron Horse
enjoying a brew, grading papers, randomly inserting
small minus signs and laughing diabolically. If you
have that bleak of an outlook on UM professors, it’s
time to transfer schools. From my experiences here,
professors are wonderful, and if you have a problem
with the way they’ve graded then you take it up with
them in what is known as office hours.
Something no one has addressed yet are the positives of this system. Last time I checked students need
a 2.5 GPA to gain entrance to this institution. Granted,
we have many intelligent people here, but we are not
Harvard, Stanford or Princeton. We have many more
students hovering around a 3.0 than around a 4.0 GPA.
What about the students who study to the best of their
abilities, but end up just a few percentage points from
an A? Don’t you believe they deserve a little recognition for their hard work by honoring them with a 3.3
or a 3.67? Just last year I earned 395 points in a class
you needed 400 points to receive an A in. A good
friend of mine received 354 points. We both earned
B’s. The plus/minus system would DEFINITELY
reflect a more fair representation of our work.
Finally, to our ASUM President Aaron Flint, you are
quoted in the Oct. 8 Kaimin saying, “If you have three
A’s and three A minuses, what would have been a 4.0
is now a 3.67.” No, what you have is a 3.835; you will
have a 3.67 if you earn all A minuses. Don’t worry fellow students; this system isn’t as bad as the misinformed would have you believe.
Colin Anderson
sophomore, broadcast journalism

Arts page lacking quality coverage
On Sept. 24, the Kaimin featured an article by Joe
Prebich about the “Rocky Horror Show,” which was
about to open in the drama/dance department.
Unfortunately, this story ran one and a half weeks
before the show opened.
The story featured only one quote, which was from
the department’s secretary. Although she is an integral
part of the department, she was not directly involved
in the production. We find it pathetic that a so-called

reporter was unable to find one person out of the 54
people of the cast and crew. Just walk into the drama
building and ask around.
Throughout the two-week run, we read the Kaimin
every day, expecting to see a more detailed article,
review or a picture of the show. Another story never
appeared. It was frustrating to see the newspaper dominated by sports. Furthermore, it was frustrating to see
in last Friday’s paper an article about “Bennifer.” This
would have been the last chance to mention the show.
How sad that Hollywood gossip takes precedence over
the talent that exists within our campus. It is unfortunate that the newspaper is biased toward certain
departments. Is it really necessary to have two pages
of sports a day?
We depend on the Kaimin as publicity. The department is grateful to the Independent and the Missoulian
for wonderful articles. Maybe the Kaimin should follow suit. We have two more theatre productions this
semester. We’ll be interested to see if your publication
will step up and give us proper coverage. If you need
help finding people to interview, let us know. We’ll be
happy to assist your “reporters.” If your arts editor is
uninterested in doing his job well, perhaps he needs to
pass the task on to someone who can.
Katie Geoghegan
Liz Combs
seniors, theater majors

Figarelle needs more discussion, less agenda
Tom Figarelle’s column in the Tuesday, Oct. 14 edition of the Kaimin purports to “tackle the issue” of
abortion. However, does Figarelle really tackle the
issue? Has Figarelle really “tackled” an issue yet in
any of his columns?
Expressing a right-wing view on a heavily left-wing
campus is to be commended. It takes a certain amount
of fortitude to speak out against the status quo.
However, not everyone loves a martyr.
Figarelle has taken the conservative agenda hook,
line and sinker. Because of his passion for the right, he
has shouldered their cross and has begun to preach
their gospel to the left. I am assuming he does this in
the hope to convert the left to the right, or, at least, a
more right-wing stance.
Unfortunately, Figarelle is as effective as any other
dogma-beating zealot — all spit and fire, but little critical thought or discussion. His “tackling” of the abortion issue is typical of his approach to all the issues he
discusses. When pared down, Figarelle’s columns
essentially go something like this: “Liberals are irresponsible left-wingers out to destroy all morality and
decency in the world. Conservatives are the poor beatdown moderate minority that is only trying to bring
some sensibility to a decaying, liberal-infested world.
Liberals are wrong. Conservatives are right.”
Figarelle is a disgrace to conservatives on this campus because his column ends up portraying them as
nothing more than thoughtless mouthpieces of the conservative agenda, incapable of having critical discussion with liberals. He may talk about wanting both
sides to meet in the middle, but he will never get there
if he persists in characterizing all liberals as “irresponsible,” “unwashed” or any other unfavorable adjective
he can think to use. Figarelle is well on his way to
being the next Bill O’Reilly or Rush Limbaugh — a
conservative blow hard with lots of content, but little
quality.
Breeann Chistiaens
UM staff member

Include your name, year and major, and phone number.
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Calendar of Events

Weather
or not
35
24

High:
Low:

Wednesday, October 29, 2003

Wednesday, Oct. 29

Rain into snow

W

oop! Woop! It’s the big day! We know, we just KNOW
that snow HAS to fall today. At least one flake. That’s all
we can really promise you, but don’t be surprised to find
more. And don’t expect it to pile up all that much. The ground isn’t
quite frozen yet. After the rain and snow falls, the cold, frigid air is
going to drop into the valleys. And that all bodes really well for the
pumpkin on Main Hall, which will freeze solid and become permanent. Let it snow!

Kaimin Weather - “Watching five-year-old pranks
become funny again.”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

Monte misquoted
The Kaimin misquoted University of Montana mascot Monte in an
article that ran Tuesday. Monte actually said, “Next to my daughter,
Monte is the most important thing.” Also, the headline on the story
was unclear. It should have indicated that Monte was leaving at
the completion of the 2003-2004 school year.

Title incorrect

Thursday, Oct. 30

“The U.S., the UN and Iraq: The Search for
“As You Like It”
a Constructive Outcome”
Masquer Theatre — 7:30 p.m.
Turner Hall, Dell Brown Room — 7:30 p.m.
Come to the Bill Shakespeare’s “As You Like
UM professors Mike Chessin, Paul Haber,
It.” The department of drama and dance will present the bard’s comedy through Saturday and Nov. Peter Koehn and Philip West will host a panel
discussion about well, you know.
4-8. Thou doth bequeath $6 for
tickets at the PAR-TV box
Kaimintober
“The Angry Skies: A
office.
Cambodian Journey”
Urey Lecture Hall — 6 p.m.
“Reflections on the U.N.”
Producer Blake Kerr presents
North Underground
the movie he produced.
Lecture Hall — 8 p.m.
Ved Nanda, vice provost for
“Electronic Journals,
Internationalization at Denver
ScienceDirect, and Dissertation
University, will deliver “Reflections on the UN:
Its beginnings, its evolution and its proper role in Online - Oh My!”
Math 109 — 4:10 p.m.
the world today.”
Presented by Barry Brown, science librarian,
and John Greer, networks systems support
City Council Candidate Chats
administrator.
UC — 10a.m. - 2.m.
Missoula Ward 1 City Council candidates Cass
Friday, Oct. 31
Chinske and Heidi Kendall and ward 3 candidate
Tracy O’Reilly will hang with you in the UC.
Haunted House
Alpha Phi Sorority- 1107 Gerald Ave.
ASUM Senate Meeting
5:30- 8:30 p.m.
UC, rooms 332-333 — 6 p.m.
Children 8 and under get ready to have your
You cannot complain if you do not participate!
pants
scared off! Entrance is one can of food or
There are seven resolutions on the agenda. One
$1
per
child.
would establish a weekly ad in the Kaimin, where
ASUM could list its upcoming business, one creBarnburner 2003
ates a committee to aid ASUM childcare, and one
Marshall
Mountain- 4:20–?
recommends consistent use of the plus/minus
Support
your
local music and party, too.
grading system.

A Kaimin article from Tuesday misidentified Steve Slaughter’s title.
He is a silviculturist.
Items for the Kaimin Calendar of Events can be sent to editor@kaimin.org. The Kaimin
does not guarantee publication of all submissions.

A ONE STOP
HALLOWEEN SHOP
- costumes
- wigs
- make-up
- accessories
- decorations
- and more!

HOURS:
MON-FRI 10-9
SAT 10-6
SUN 11-5
2230 N. RESERVE ST
(NEXT TO TARGET)
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Proposal would let more groups collect fees
Jesse Piedfort
Administration Reporter

Any nonprofit student organization with enough student support
will be eligible to collect voluntary
fees if a proposal before the
Montana Board of Regents is
approved next month.
Matt Singer, secretary-treasurer
of MontPIRG, said the proposal
would allow more groups to get
their messages out.
“It’s going to develop the marketplace of ideas on campus,” he
said.
The proposal, put together by
MontPIRG, would allow any nonprofit student organization to collect up to $7.50 per year from each
student who agrees to pay dues. But
the organization must show enough
student support.
The proposal mandates that student organizations would need 20
percent of students to sign a petition supporting the fee. The organizations could also choose to
demonstrate support through an
ASUM referendum, which requires
a majority of student votes and at
least a 12 percent voter turnout to

pass.
If an organization collected
enough signatures to authorize collecting the fee, it would still need to
get 10 percent of students to agree
to pay the fee.
MontPIRG is the only student
organization currently authorized to
collect funds. Every two years
MontPIRG needs 25 percent of students to vote and a majority of
them to reaffirm the voluntary fee
collection.
Bret Thompson, MontPIRG
board chairman, said the proposal
would make it easier for the group
to collect the fees, because getting a
25 percent turnout is difficult.
The proposal would also allow
MontPIRG to better use resources
spent on trying to get the 25 percent required for reaffirmation,
Thompson said. Last spring, the
group kept polling booths open for
days after the ASUM election to
muster votes from 25 percent of the
student body.
Another change from the current
system would be the amount of
money student organizations could
collect.
MontPIRG collects $3 per year,

the maximum allowed under the
current rules, from each student
who agrees to become a member.
The $3 amount was decided upon
in the 1980s and needs to be
increased to $7.50 to keep up with

the rate of inflation, Singer said.
MontPIRG submitted two separate proposals through student
Regent Christian Hur. One would
make the proposed changes to the
entire Montana University System,

while the other would make the
changes only at the University of
Montana.
Which proposal the regents adopt
could depend on the popularity of
the proposal at other campuses.

Absolutely blown away
Adam Bystrom/
Montana Kaimin

At a home on
the corner of
Hilda and Daly
avenues, an
employee of
Empire
Landscape
blows fallen
leaves into the
street Monday
afternoon.

www.kaimin.org
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims

5 FOR 1

99

$

ONLY SUPERSTAR
ATHLETES SHOULD
COME OUT OF RETIREMENT.

includes:

1. Professional Eye Exam
2. Soft Contact Lenses Bausch &
Lomb FW or 04
3. Lenses, Single Vision Plastic
4. Contact Lens Kit
5. Case For Glasses
SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY
We accept Medicaid, Medicare, Blue
Chip & many vision insurance plans

199

$

1 Year Supply Contacts & Exam
Included plus 6 Bottles of Renu
(8 Boxes Sof Lens 59)

There’s nothing romantic about lacing up the wingtips for your big comeback.

AMERICAN EYECARE

An SRA is an economical, tax-deferred way to ensure you don’t run out of

1431 S. Higgins, Missoula

Polson

Deer Lodge

549-5550

883-4733

846-2854

retirement savings. Contact us before you decide to hang it up.

TIAA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

COLLEGE SAVINGS

TRUSTS

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute
securities products. For information and prospectuses, call (877) 518-9161. Read them carefully before investing.
© 2003 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10017

99

Dr. David Vainio • Dr. Beth Horner
Optometrists • Evening Appointments Available
Rae Stine
Certified Optician
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Surgical tech program has two-year wait

Don’t do it for
us.

1,000 surgical instruments.
It is important to do instrument
counts when the surgery is finished
so nothing gets left behind,
Fillmore said. A ribbon — a long,
straight metal instrument used in
abdomen surgeries— has been left
inside patients before, although
never in a Montana hospital,
Fillmore said.
“With a patient with a large
abdomen ... you could easily lose
things in there,” she said.
After the first two semesters, up
to half of the students quit or are
weeded out of the program,
Fillmore said. It is a detail-oriented
program that condenses a lot of
information into a short period of
time, she said.
“Surgical techs tend to be perfectionists,” Fillmore said. “But that is
what you would want.”

Want to Study
Down Under?
Explore reefs, rainforests, and
rock art in beautiful Australia!

Do it for
yourself.

Second-year students get handson training in actual operations at
local hospitals. During the final
eight weeks of the program, students must complete an internship
as a surgical technician in a
Montana hospital.
The program is demanding, and
students can expect to devote at
least 30 hours a week outside of the
classroom, Fillmore said.
“It’s hard for students to have
other jobs,” she said.
All 10 of last spring’s graduates
got jobs, and the program has a 100
percent job-placement rate,

Fillmore said. Demand is high
because as the population ages,
more people are needed to fill
health-care jobs, Fillmore said.
Third-semester surgical technology student Stephen Kocher said
there will always be students wanting to enter the field because the
experience is rewarding.
After a year of observing,
Kocher is happy to be participating
in actual operations.
Kocher is attracted to the program because of “the idea that you
get to help people, that you get to
make a difference,” he said.
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The surgical technology program
is not for the weak of stomach.
Just ask Dan Curran. Last week
while clinicing at St. Patrick
Hospital, he helped remove part of
a patient’s colon.
“I actually held part of the colon
in my hand,” said Curran, a 25year-old in his third semester in the
surgical technology program at the
University of Montana College of
Technology.
Debbie Fillmore, director of the
program at the COT, said surgical
technicians are a crucial part of the
operating room. They are responsible for getting the necessary
instruments ready before the operation, prepping the patient, assisting
the surgeon and cleaning up when

it is all done, she said.
“They always have to be one
step ahead,” she said.
And with a waiting list two years
deep to get into the two-year program, the demand is high — so
high that the surgical technology
program is now offered at satellite
campuses in Butte and Billings.
Students off of the main COT
campus get lectures via the Internet
while getting hands-on experience
at local hospitals.
The maximum number of students accepted by the surgical technology program each year in
Missoula is 20. In Butte and
Billings the maximum is 10 each.
First-year students spend most of
their time in introductory science
and anatomy classes and in a mock
operating-room lab, learning the
names and functions of more than

Career Services

For the Kaimin

Pick a costume wisely
Career Services
can help you find
the perfect fit
Find your style
Choose a major or career

Select accessories
Determine interests, values & skills

Earn 5 undergraduate credits.

And your
mom.

Attend informational meeting:
Wednesday, October 29
4:30-5:30 p.m., LA 202

www.kaimin.org

Telephone: 243-4470 or 243-7810

Career Services

Curtis Wackerle

Meet with a fashion consultant
Talk to a career counselor
Call or Come In
243-2022
Lommasson Center 154
Explore the possibilities… www.umt.edu/career

Voted
Missoula’s Best
Serving Missoula
Since 1994

Breakfast Burritos
Teriyaki Chicken w/ rice
Bakery • Soup • Sandwiches • and More!
NEW

2 locations

432 N. Higgins (Downtown)
1221 Helen Ave. (1 block off campus)

M IDNIGHT
D REAMS
2700 Paxson Plaza
(Behind Southgate Mall)
542-6227
Hours
Mon. 10-6
Tue.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 11-7

Couples Costumes
•Playboy Bunny-Hugh Hefner
•Pirate-His and Hers • Nun-Priest
•Cop-Prisoner • Doctor-Nurse

Sexy Halloween Costumes
• School Girl • Nurse
• Cow Girl
• Cop
• Army Girl
• Devil
• Angel • Disco Hippie
• Vinyl Wear

And Much More...
www.midnightdreamslingerie.com

Sign up to try out for
Missoula’s own
semi-pro football team
543-1168

(Part of the RMFL, with 23
teams throughout
Idaho, Utah, and Montana)

Contact Coach Chris Bretag:
Home: (815) 220-1615
Cell: (815) 274-1285
(all experience levels welcomed)

The Corn Field Maze • 3 Haunted Attractions

Demons Dominion

Field o f Screams

GOTHIC DUNGEON

A pitch black maze of spooks, This attraction is the cornfield This attraction is filled with
scary noises and strobe lights that turned into a field of screams
animation and a spinning
you need to find your way out, & fear, with things jumping out
vortex tunnel.
ALIVE!
behind any stalk of corn.

Haunted Combo Pass
All 3 Attractions for $15
Monday-Wednesday 6pm-9pm • Thursday-Saturday 6pm-10pm

Open October 8th - November 1st

www.cornfieldmaze.com • Mile Marker 55 Hwy. 93, Victor • 363-5080

ARTS
UM actors do Shakespeare as they like it
6
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Ira Sather-Olson
Kaimin Reporter

Many plays that were created
hundreds of years ago bring up
themes pertinent to our society
today. “As You Like It,” a classic
comedy by Shakespeare, still
brings up ideas and issues important to our current state of affairs,
though it was written 400 years
ago.
In the play, the Forest of Arden
is home for a few groups of people, all of whom are there against
their will. Duke Senior is banished to the forest after having
his power usurped by his younger
brother, Duke Frederick. After
winning a wrestling match he
was supposed to be killed in,
Orlando flees to the forest from
his evil brother Oliver. Duke
Senior’s daughter Rosalind, who
is in love with Orlando, is also
banished by Duke Frederick.
From there, a whole lot of different people start falling in love.
Orlando starts leaving love notes
to Rosalind all over the place, a
clown desires to marry an ugly
woman, and almost everyone is
affected by gender-confusion
issues.
It’s natural to be regularly performing a Shakespeare production, and “As You Like It” is one
of Shakespeare’s greatest plays,
said drama professor Bill Watson,
director.
The play looks at a world of
violence and the answer it poses
to that problem is one of love and
mercy, Watson said.
Krisanne Markel, a graduate
student in the drama department,
plays Rosalind. Markel has 721
lines in the play and said
Rosalind is one of the most intelligent characters.
“She’s so honest,” Markel said

Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Cast members of “As You Like It,” a Shakespearean comedy, rehearse in the Masquer Theatre on Monday night.
The play opened Tuesday.

about Rosalind. “She’s so full of
emotion as a character. (She’s)
trying to be the complete opposite of what she is.”
Touchstone the clown is played
by drama graduate student Brad
Poer. He said the drama department’s interpretation of his character is of a normal person who
entertains the Duke.
“He’s a thinking man’s fool,”
he said about his character. “He’s
a philosophical fool.”
Poer said he’s had a slowdeveloping love for
Shakespeare’s plays since he performed in one production in high
school as well one as an undergraduate student. He said

Touchstone is one of the coolest
roles he has played in a long
time.
Poer also said it was easy for
him to grow into his character,
because the character is his personality but slightly altered. This
was the first time a director had
told him to be himself, but not
exactly himself, he said.
Poer said it’s the first show
he’s done in a minimalist style,
with no Shakespeare-era costumes and a minimal set design,
he said. He likes the fact that this
will be a more personal show and
that the audience will be surrounding the cast.
The character of Celia, played

by drama major Liz Combs, was
not easy for Combs to grow into,
she said. Combs said her growth
into Celia’s role came about
through a process of studying the
text often. The more the cast
studied the text, the more they
could see their places.
Combs also said she thinks that
Duke Frederick’s character has
relevance to society today, especially because of his abuses of
power and the repercussions surrounding those abuses.
She also said she thinks the
theme of love found in the play,
which spans all levels from
friendships to family and
romance, also holds importance

in our society today.
Markel said it was difficult for
her to grow into her role because
Rosalind is such an intimidating
and outspoken person, which is
the exact opposite of how Markel
is in real life, she said. She said
she had to stop being herself and
learn to be different from who
she really is.
One of the things Markel likes
most about this play is that it is
so light-hearted. She also likes it
because it plays between the relationships of men and women, she
said.
Watson said Shakespeare’s
comedies and tragedies have a
world view to them. His comedies are led by women and potential is realized through marriage,
Watson said. The comedies are
also driven by mercy, love and
forgiveness, which contrast with
the death and destruction of
Shakespeare’s tragedies, he said.
“He’s a great master at getting
to the core of human experience,”
Watson said. “I wouldn’t do it if
it didn’t speak to now.”
The music for the play is contemporary, and three original
songs are included in this interpretation of the play, Watson
said. He said the performance
area includes padded floors, an
offbeat use of lights, a rope, a
ladder and a ramp.
“It’s a contemporary look at a
classic play,” he said. “Hopefully
we’ve made it very fresh, very
clear and very accessible.”
“As You Like It” runs from
Oct. 28 to Nov.1 and Nov. 4 to
Nov. 8 at the Masquer Theatre in
the PAR-TV building. The show
starts at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
available at the box office in the
building.

Uncle to the public: Give up the candy or I’ma be eggin’ yo house
Uncle Luke
Presents
By Luke Johnson
Columnists around the nation are
rejoicing, but I will not be able to join
them in their collective splendor.
Why are they so happy? Because
Halloween is here and they don’t have
to come up with an idea to write about
this week. All they have to do is crap
out a few jokes or really cute stories
having to do with Halloween, put a
bow on it, and let the fat, columnists’
checks roll in.
I guess I should be happy, too, but
what if I wanted to write about something else this week, like carwashes,
or pretzels, or NBA sharpshooter Dell
Curry. Actually, I was prepared to
write a column about all three:
What did the pretzels say to the carwash? Give up? They said, “NBA
sharpshooter Dell Curry!!!!!”
That’s an awesome joke. And I had
a lot more. But do I get to use them
this week? Nope. It’s right there in my
contract: on Halloween you will write
Halloween related material.
So that makes Uncle Lukey a sad
camper. But what makes me even
more sadder — almost the sadderest
that I’ve ever been — is that this year
could be the last year that I get to go
trick-or-treating.
I’m a senior, and this is my last year
in college. I’m starting to face the
harsh realization that I might one day
have to be a grown-up.

I’m also facing the realization that
there’s going to be mad, mad candy
out there given away free of the usual
charges that apply. There’s only one
thing you need to know about me: I
gotta get my candy, yo.
Come the night of Halloween I’ma
be out there, decked out as Spiderman, or a mime, or Dr. Spock. It don’t
matter what I end up dressed as. You
don’t need to worry about that. Don’t
sweat what you don’t need to know.
All you need to know is, you’d better
have hit up the grocery store for some
bags of 3 Musketeers or Twix, fool.
Cuz when it’s fixin’ to be dark on
Oct. 31, I’m gonna roll out tha shack
with my nasty ol’ brown pillow case
and I ain’t settin’ foot back inside the
door till it’s full, naw mean? Check
this out, I’ma be on yo street, on yo
front porch, all knockin’ on the door.
What you gonna do?
Hold up, hold up now, man. You
gotta realize somethin’. All of you
adults think you doin’ all you’re
important work ery day or whatever.
All up in yo bidness suits and all that
lookin’ at all these flow charts all day
and shit. I ain’t tryin’ to hate on y’all or
nothin’. But I don’t wanna hear all that
either, man. I gotta go to school all day
and my moms never, ever buys me no
candy. Well, barely ever. Still, you
workin’ yo jobs, gettin’ all that paper.
Whatchu need to be doin’ is usin’ that
paper to hook me up with some o them
Snickas or somethin’.
All right, so check this out, now. Yo,
like, this a fair warnin’ or whatever.
I’ma be all up in yo box, front porch

style at yo front door, you know. And
then you gonna come up and freeze on
the spot and I’ma put it to you real
simple, like this: Trick o Treat?
Yeah, I just throw it at you like that,
and now you gotta choice, man. It’s
real simple, and now it’s all on you. It’s
all on yo head now, man. It’s like this,
either you dig into yo magic bag and
pull out some candy (preferably King
Size Reese’s, you know wif da fo’
cups, showin’ off yo’ rich ass wif da
Costco membership, or whatever) Or I
pull off a ganster-ass trick on yo crib.
Whatchu thinkin’ about not givin’
me my candy? Back off, punk.
Recognize that I don’t wanna have to
be pullin’ no trick on you, but I can’t
be havin’ that. Listen, if I letcho little
ass off the hook, then you gonna be all
tellin’ all yo friends that you punk’d
out the Uncle, or whatever.
You’ll be all: “The Uncle’s soft,
man.” You think the Uncle’s soft,
man? You think I fell off, man? Go
ahead, say it punk. I want chu to. I
handles my bidness, man. You either
gonna give me my candy, or we gonna
have a little old misundahstandin’
amongst ourselves, or what have you.
Besides which, if I letcho little punk
ass off the hook, I’d have to let every ol’
punk off the hook, and I ain’t down with
that. This pillowcase don’t get filled in
that fashion, man. So like I say, break
me off some of that ol’ candy, man.
Getcha some Gobbstoppers fuh me.
Whatchuthink, I’m just messin’
witchu, man? You actin’ as though
you’d prefer thatchoo sidin’ and windows have two dozen raw eggs run-

nin’ down em, man. You think I won’t
remember yo address o’ somethin?
Eleven-twenty-fo’ Pullner. And that
knowledge is locked in the ol’ head,
you know. It’s like a scientist supercomputer, or whatever. I would even
describe it as like a steel trap, or
somethin’ to that extent.
And I don’t wanna hear no comments like, “My goodness gracious, our
trick-or-treaters are getting bigger this
year, Judy.” Yeah, I’m 6 feet tall, but
you don’t need to be thinkin’ about all
that. Or, “Aren’t you a little old to be
trick-or-treating, fella?” Yeah, I gotta
paper back home, it’s like a birf certificate, or whatever, wif my government
name on it and e’rything and it’s been
around fo 21 years, goin’ on 22. But
you don’t need to be worried about all
that neither, man. Matter of fact, I can’t
believe you sorry clowns is sweatin’
my height an’ my age. I don’t hear you
talkin’ all that nonsense in my ear about
me bein’ too old. All I’m hearin’ is you
talkin’ aboutchu want me to come back
later on tonight and put all kinds of
margarine on yo’ doorknob, and writin’
a big ol’ swear word in yo’ driveway
wif chalk. Now you see what I’m gettin’ at don’chu? Age don’t got nothin’
to do wif it. I din’t bring no little kid
around wif me to be takin’ all my
candy. This a man’s game, baby, so
break me off one a those little jugs a
M&M minis, or whatever and I’ll get
up out cho face and er’thing.
And hey, don’t even let me bust up
to yo crib and you done run out of
candy or forgot it was Halloween.
Man, that ain’t no thing. Just get yo

cracked-out, Halloween-forgettin’-ass
off the sofa and dig around and give
me what you can come up wif. Like a
PBR or some WD-40 or somethin’. I
mean, I’d prefer a Carmel Apple Pop,
but you know I ain’t gonna sweat it.
I just don’t wanna have to be
cruisin’ along and come up on yo
house and see that all the lights are
off. And then have nobody comin’ up
when I be ringin’ the doorbell. At least
leave around a little ol’ bowl a
Smarties. Cuz if you don’t, to me that
says: “Uncle L., I couldn’t be at my
house tonight to answer the door for
you, but I was hoping that you could
do me a favor. You see all of these
trees in my yard, and my gutters,
fountains and garden? Well, I was
really wondering what they would
look like with 30 rolls of toilet paper
in them.” I’m sorry, but when I come
up to a house like that I somehow get
the feelin’ that some ol’ phony is all
up in that house in the basement or
somethin’, hidin’ out and eatin’ all a
my Shock Tarts, or Runts, or somethin’.
So basically, the moral of the story
is that you fools need to have the
mizzini twizzizzlers, or whatever,
ready on demand so that we won’t
have no trouble.
All right, enough of that. I hope
everybody has a dope Halloween and
may I suggest rounding up a few
friends and trying out trick-or-treating
again. I went last year and it was a
blast. Think it over, would you please?
Love,
Luke
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Puffin’ Tuff
strives to be
ultimate team

Walden’s all style, laughs
Natalie Storey
Sports Reporter

When it comes to shoes, Willie Walden
likes to have choices.
After all, it is apparent from looking at the
6-foot-8-inch, 285-pound Grizzly tight end
that big Willie has a style all his own. In his
closet at home there are about 60 pairs of
shoes.
“My mom always taught me that you need
to look nice when you leave the house,”
Walden said.
He likes to choose his shoes to match with
outfits, so more options are better.
But when it comes to playing football,
Walden likes to be the option, he said. That
was the case more than once in Saturday’s victory against Portland State University. Walden
caught four passes for 36 yards and scored a
touchdown.
He’s a big target, so being the option is
sometimes obvious — especially when he’s
open.
“I definitely don’t need an orange flag on
my back or anything,” he said.
In 2002 Walden transferred from the
University of Oregon, where he was hampered
by a knee injury and didn’t see much playing

time. Since then, Walden, who wears a
Superman shirt under his jersey, has seen his
fair share of playing time as a Grizzly.
Walden’s Superman fetish is part of his
style, too. Roommate and friend Elizabeth
Wilson said Walden even has a Superman tattoo and underwear with his favorite superhero’s logo on them.
Walden said he’s more of a hero off the
field than on.
“Playing in the stadium, making touchdowns — that stuff’s overrated,” Walden said.
“The opportunity you have to be a positive
role model for kids, that’s the real deal.”
With his size, Walden might seem imposing
at first, but Wilson said Walden’s laid-back
nature and the fact that he is always singing
out of tune make him less intimidating. Lately
he’s been singing a song about braiding hair
around the house. Ironically, Walden is bald.
Walden said he’s laid back on the field as
well as at home. He’s not much of a trash
talker.
“Last game some guy was trash talking to
me and I said, ‘Maybe you’re having some
problems you need to talk about,’” he said. “I
just let my game speak for itself.”
He also never misses an opportunity to joke
around with teammates. One of his favorite
jokes in practice involves a teammate who has

Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter
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Grizzly tight end Willie Walden is a big
target on the field.

a serious girlfriend and wears a promise ring.
Walden declined to give the player’s name, but
said that he, along with others, teased the
teammate so much that he showed up to practice with tape over the ring. Walden thought he
was trying to hide it, a gesture that was a
source of hysterical laughter.
“I try to make fun of everything,” he said. “I
try to be light-hearted.”

Rugby games, parties require tough women
Jeff Windmueller
Sports Editor

Beware gentlemen — behind the makeup,
bubbly smile and perfectly primped hair could
be a female rugby player.
Diving for balls, scrounging in mud, coming up bloody and bruised, they are wellknown as some of the toughest women at the
University of Montana, and many consider
Sarah Stands their leader.
The energetic president of Better Side,
UM’s club women’s rugby team, is known for
her aggressive form on the field and dedication to the team off.
“She’s a lot like her hair,” roommate and
teammate Emily Parsons said.
The curly brown locks are unrestricted and
have a tendency to do what they want, Parsons
said.
“You’re not going to be blow-drying them
flat,” Parsons said.
Because of a lack of female rugby teams in

Montana — Montana State University’s team
folded last year — Stands, a sophomore studying for a bachelor’s in fine arts, spends much
of her time traveling with the team on weekends and planning team events.
“We have to leave the state because no
other teams can get it together,” Stands said.
Most of the games the team travels to are
more than three hours away. Beginning the
first week in each semester, the season lasts
until there are no more games to play or the
club runs out of money.
Stands spends most of her time associating
with the other women on the team.
“We’re not really a clique,” Stands said.
Because of the nature of the sport, rugby players are often very inclusive, not turning anyone away from a party, she said.
And parties are definitely a part of rugby. It
is generally proper etiquette for a team that is
hosting a tournament, or just a few games with
another team, to provide a party.
The rugby parties are often shrouded by

Rally
for

crazy stories, especially since teams often like
to initiate their rookies during the events.
UM’s men’s team, the Jesters, often wait
until later in the evening when a new player
will strip in the middle of the party and perform a “Zulu” run, Stands said. Most of the
girls prefer to wait until nighttime and then
streak somewhere else in the privacy of darkness.
“There are pagan-kind of rituals,” she said.
“There is a saying, ‘If you can’t get laid on
Saturday night, you can’t get laid at all.’”
After all the partying the night before,
Sunday games are considered the most difficult, but the team doesn’t miss them.
Tradition and celebration remain important
parts of the rugby culture. At UM, the Better
Side has been playing for about 30 years, and
players stress the camaraderie in the sport.
“People say football is a gentleman’s sport
played by hooligans, while rugby is a hooligan’s sport played by gentleman,” Stands said.
Most importantly, she said to never offend
your “mates.”
Stands, who is about 5foot-3-inches tall, said she is
about the average size on her
team, which is pretty small
compared to most others.
“It’s not the big girls you
have to worry about, it’s the
small, feisty ones,” she said.
Stands is well-known for
her high energy level and
competitive nature on the
field, so much that Parsons
was surprised when the
down-and-dirty player
showed up wearing a pink
head band.
“It’s mostly for (protecting her ears),” Parsons said.
“But it was like, ‘Why are
you wearing something pink
around your head?’”
Stands, as well as the
other women, has also
gained the respect of men’s
players.
“They’re mentally, insanely strong,” said Lance Oaas,
president of the UM men’s
rugby team.
But, Oaas said, no two
women are completely alike.
“(The players) are so different from girl to girl.” he
said. “There’s the makeup,
nice-hair type; then there are
the ones down with going
shot-for-shot with anyone in
a bar. Sarah’s definitely the
second type.”

Choice

Wednesday, October 29
12 p.m. The Oval
UPCOMING:
• Students for Choice/VOX:
Thursday, November 6th
6 p.m., LA 138A
• Women’s Center meeting:
Thursday, October 30th
7 p.m., UC 210
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Sponsored by:
Students for
Choice/VOX,
the Women’s Center,
NARAL Pro-Choice
Montana &
InterMoutain Planned
Parenthood

The University of Intramural
Montana is home to champs want to
a national champitake the team on
onship-caliber foot- the road
ball team, and if the
weekday warriors of H.R. Puffin’ Tuff can
help it, it will also be home to a championship ultimate Frisbee team.
H.R. Puffin’ Tuff, named after the 70s
children’s TV show character H.R. Pufnstuf,
is UM’s two-time defending co-rec intramurals ultimate Frisbee champion, and the team
is looking to expand to a traveling club team.
“We are trying to form a dynasty,” team
member John Selinski said.
The members of the team hope to field a
co-ed team that will travel to tournaments
across the Northwest by next spring, Selinski
said.
“We need more girls, though,” said team
MVP Tara Bozo. “It was hard because most
of the time it was just me and another girl
(Sarah Megyesi) playing the whole game.
But it’s OK, because I like to run.”
While the champs are looking to form a
dynasty in the region, they have already
established one in the UM intramural league.
In spring of 2002, the team, formerly
known as Cannibustion, rolled to the league
championship and won. This spring, under a
new name, the team repeated with a 15-12
win over the Shockers.
This spring’s championship was the closest game of the year for Puffin’ Tuff.
“I think that we felt like we needed to
defend our championship,” Bozo said. “That
kind of drove us for the year. We like to have
fun, but winning is definitely more fun.”
Defense keyed the victory.
“We play good, tight defense,” Selinski
said. “Then we huck it long to the open man
on the other end of the field. That’s our strategy.”
Where most teams use man-to-man coverage, Puffin’ Tuff uses a zone defense in
which each player is responsible for guarding an area, not a specific player.
“Most teams don’t play zone defense,”
Bozo said. “I think that most teams had
problems with that. Plus we have little secret
plays that I can’t tell you about.”
Junior Ross Prosperi of the Shockers
agreed.
“They were quality competition,” Prosperi
said. “They played hard-nosed defense and
were a tight-knit group because they are all
good friends. I think they were more organized than us, too.”
The Shockers, Selinski said, gave Puffin’
Tuff all it could handle, but the stifling
defense of the champs wore down the challengers.
“There was definitely some rowdiness out
there,” Prosperi said.
Selinski and Bozo attributed the team’s
success to the players’ offseason commitment.
“We practice before games,” Selinski
said. “We got into good shape for the games
and we also played Frisbee golf together,
which was good for technique and crosstraining.”
The teammates can also be found just
hanging out together and forming strong
bonds of friendship.
“We are all ski buddies,” Bozo said.
So while Puffin’ Tuff will be back next
semester to defend its title together, Selinski
said he and his teammates hope to add to the
mix some dedicated, fun-loving individuals
to round out the travel squads.
“I don’t think that a big commitment is
necessary to play with us,” Selinski said. “I
think it is more of an internal commitment
that people have to make for themselves, a
commitment to have some fun.”
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Renters
Continued from Page 1

Gross said renting from a property-management agency does cost
more because of the added percentage they tack onto rent, but added
that the extra fees are worth it.
“They are paying to safeguard
themselves and have a third party
involved that is experienced in
dealing with homeowners,” Gross
said.
He also said that property-management agencies know the rules
and are well-informed about properties.
UM sophomore Catherine
Duncan agrees that property-management agencies are worth the
cost. She said she had a great experience renting from Garden City
Property Management.
“They help us whenever they
can, and I would tell anyone to rent
from them,” she said.
Students surveyed by the Renter
Center said they had better experiences renting from private homeowners than from property-management firms.
However, Spannagel said, these
are only opinions, and they vary
from student to student.
Spannagel said there are pros and
cons to renting from either property-management agencies or homeowners.
Management agencies are usually
accessible 24 hours a day, which is
a huge benefit, said a Missoula
Housing Authority official who
wanted to remain anonymous.
Also, management agencies are
used to dealing with renters and
homeowners and can provide thirdparty insight. They also have more
time for day-to-day maintenance
because most of them employ their
own maintenance crews, the MHA
official said.
One disadvantage could be a lack
of attention because the agency has
many different properties, the MHA
official said.
Private owners usually do not
have maintenance crews, so it is
difficult to keep up with day-to-day

issues, the MHA official said.
The advantage of having a private owner is the tenant and landlord have a personal relationship
and the owners themselves are
more accessible, the MHA official
said.
Janet Saureman, a UM freshman,
said she is looking forward to moving off campus as soon as possible,
but is afraid of getting involved
with one of the property-management agencies in town.
“I hear nothing but negative
things about property-management
companies and it makes me hesitant
to be renting from them,” she said.
“But they do make it easy to find
the right house for your needs by
printing out a vacancies list.”
Gross said homeowners turn to
property-management agencies
because they have a hard time
keeping up with the day-to-day
maintenance of their properties and
they want a third party to be able to
mediate certain tenant issues.
“Ninety-nine percent of problems
that come up between tenants and
whoever is in charge of the property
is lack of communication,” he said.
Spannagel said students can protect themselves from getting
involved in a bad rental situation by
speaking up from the moment they
move in.
“Pretend that you are your crabby
great aunt, not yourself, when you
are first walking through the house.
Mention every single discrepancy,”
she said.
Spannagel said that she thinks
that students are too polite when
they first enter into a lease and tend
to keep their mouths shut.
“Don’t worry if you sound picky,
the most important thing is to make
sure you get everything out in the
open,” she said.
Junior James Whitman said students should realize they are the
largest market for landlords, property-management companies or private homeowners.
“Students need to be more selective when choosing a landlord and
know what either the landlord or
the rental agency is required to do
by law,” he said.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
Brought to the CHC HUGE set of keys w/ a hand tied
fly on the ring. Call CHC x2122 to claim.
LOST: LG4400 cell phone w/ black leather case. Lost
around the UC/GBB call 542-0903 REWARD
Lost 10/16: light green raincoat, on campus. Reward
please call 243-3828.
LOST in UC: Tin Box and a Dice Roller with checkers
in it. Please call 961-0171
LOST extremely sentimental silver/turquoise turtle
necklace 10/19 on Kootenai Creek Trail. Reward:
327-1254
FOUND: Engagement/wedding ring and band (they
are attached) found on McCloud on Friday 10/24.
Please call 243-5002 to identify.
LOST: Black Day Planner w/ green check book inside.
Lost in North Underground- 240-6332

PERSONALS
BE SURE…get tested. Free, anonymous HIV counseling
& testing…243-2122 and press 1.
FLU SHOTS! November 20th. UC Atrium 7am - 5pm.
TAMING YOUR TEST ANXIETY SEMINAR! Midterms are
here and this seminar can help! Saturday Nov. 1st
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 at the Curry Health Center. FREE!
Call the Counseling and Psychological Service at 2434711 to register.
OVERCOMING SHYNESS 93% of all people experience
some degree of shyness. This group will cover
unhelpful thinking patterns, relaxation, assertiveness
and goal setting.
Call the Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health
Center at 243-4711

Climate
Continued from Page 1

U.S. Geologic Survey, Montana
Department of Agriculture, Montana
Natural Resource Information System
and other agencies.
“We don’t want to replace good
existing information sources,” he said
in a press release, “but rather lead
people to them. If farmers need information on irrigation, we can take them
to it. If a boater needs to check river
levels, we have it. If a skier wants
snow levels, this is the site.”

Panels
Continued from Page 1

dents live in, and there does need to
be some improvement in quality,” he
said.
Although the occupancy standard
was not the answer, the council
should adopt some sort of city ordinance regarding rent control, Ault
said.
Ballas supports further University
efforts such as the Lewis and Clark
Villages to create more housing that
appeals to students.
Heidi Kendall, candidate for Ward
1, said working with an organizations
such as Women’s Opportunity and
Resource Development, the
University and other groups will help
to improve home ownership and
access to affordable housing.
Infill
After the city changed its growthmanagement plan in 1999, Pettersen
said, people living in neighborhoods
no longer have a voice in how the
city deals with infill, or the development of open spaces in Missoula.
“When they did that, they took
people out of the equation,” he said.
“People don’t have a say in what’s
done to them.”
He hopes to work on balancing the
decision-making process among the
developers, the city and Missoula residents if he is elected, he said.
Scott Morgan, incumbent councilman for Ward 5, which includes the
South Hills and lower Miller Creek,
said while the city has made a good
start tackling infill, it needs to work

k iosk
FOOD FRIEND OF FOE This therapy group will investigate emotional vs. physical hunger, triggers for
overeating, body image, binging and/or purging and
self care. Call the Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health Center at 2434711
Lifeguarding class being offered @ the Montana
Athletic Club. Great job for anyone. Call Tim @ 5469719 or call the Club @ 251-3344. (Saturdays starting
Nov. 15th @ 10am)

HELP WANTED
WANTED

SERVICES
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 542-0837.
Carpet Cleaning Average Apartment $45 to $55 call
721-0175. 20 years experience.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE! 3 Griz vs Cat Football tickets. Call 2431289

Alpine Ski Coaches needed on Saturdays from 1/17 3/4/04. Must have exp. working with kids ages 5-12,
ability to teach a group of 6-8 kids the fundamentals
of Alpine Skiing - Racing Background Prefered. Send
Resume TO: MSES BOX 9415 Missoula, MT 59807 or
email Laotto@AOL.com
Help Wanted!!! $550.00 WEEKLY INCOME possible
Mailing Sales Brochures from home. No experience
necessary. Supplies provided, including customer
mailing labels. Call 1-630-306-4700 (24 hours)
Movie extras/ Models needed for Local casting calls.
No exp. or age required. Earn up to $200 a day. 1888-820-0167
Need a part-time nanny. Reduced rent/board. Call
Kathleen 880-8663

Dwyer said. “I think (the center) is an
important service for the University to
perform.”
Because funding was already there
and NTSG members already have vast
access to up-to-date climate and
weather information, the new center’s
foundation is composed of existing
resources, Dwyer said.
He, as well as Running, encourage
the public to visit the center’s Web
page.
Running said, “I think the Web site
speaks for itself for what we’re trying
to accomplish.”

on managing growth in a way that is
acceptable to people living in affected
neighborhoods. If the right areas are
developed with a mix of business and
housing, people won’t have to make
long trips to shop or do basic errands,
Morgan said.
But Tracy O’Reilly, candidate for
Ward 3, said the growth-management
plan has failed to fulfill its goals of
creating affordable housing and stopping sprawl.
“We lost on the first goal,” she
said. “For everyone who’s driven out
on Mullan Road — we haven’t
stopped sprawl, either.”
The city should concentrate on
developing larger areas, which are
more appropriate for infill than backyards, O’Reilly said.
Same-Sex Benefits
Determining the definition of a

family is the most difficult issue in
implementing a same-sex benefit
plan, O’Reilly said. If the city could
accomplish this, she would support
same-sex benefits.
But Pettersen said city ordinance
must follow state law, which does not
allow a same-sex benefit measure at
the city level.
Chinske said this shouldn’t stop
them from trying.
“Maybe we have to go Helena to
take care of it,” he said.
Student voter information guides,
which further explain the views of
each candidate on these issues and
more, are available at the ASUM
office all day or at the Student
Political Action table in the UC from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. every day until
Election Day.

The
Queer Fear
Halloween Dance
Saturday, November 1st
The Elks Lodge
On the Corner or Patee and Front
9pm - 2am
$5 @ the door
Alcohol available to those 21 and up
Prizes for best costumes will be awarded
K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Want to study Down Under? Interested in environmental and indigenous people issues? Explore reefs,
rainforests, and rock art in beautiful Austrilla. Earn 5
Undergraduate credits. Attend the Informational
Meeting: Monday October 27, 4:30-5:30 pm in LA202.
Telephone 243-4470 or 43-7810.

BE A BARTENDER
BARTENDER IN MIS SOULA

COSTUME RENTALS
RENTALS
CARLO’S RENTS COSTUMES, WIGS, OTHER COOL
STUFF. LOW PRICES, VERY WONDERFUL COSTUMES.
MARILYN, BOB MARLEY, ELVIS, CHARLIE’S ANGELS,
MERMAIDS, NURSES, COWBOYS, MIDEVAL, FLAPPERS,
BIKERS, GANGSTERS, DISCO, NUNS, PRIESTS, JAILBIRDS, TERRIFIC COSTUMES GREAT PRICES. 543-6350

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day Potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417

94 Jeep Wrangler-Sport ED. Hard and Soft tops excellent condition. 829-1412

CARLO’S COSTUMES

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES

FOR RENT

1000’S OF HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, WIGS, HATS, JEWELRY, MAKEUP, EYELASHES, CARLO’S ONE NIGHT
STAND. 204 3rd ST. 543-6350 CALL FOR OUR LOW
RENTAL PRICES 11-8 DAILY

WHAT ARE YOU GONNA BE? CARLO’S HAS EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR FABULOUS COSTUME! 543-6350 204 3rd
NEXT TO BERNICES. 11am - 8pm DAILY

WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
711 Palmer, 3 BD New W/D, Nice interior, convenient
location. $750/$750 239-2034

CHANGE YOUR MAJOR

Come talk to the “Rental Experts” for a great selection of apartments and houses. Professional Property
Management. 721-8990. Professionalproperty.com

Not happy with your major? Consider a degree in
Health & Human Performance: Exercise Science,
Health Enhancement, Applied Health Science,
Athletic Training. Attend a general advising session
to learn more about options and course requirements.
October 28, 12:30-2pm. October 30, 12-1:30pm.
November 5, 1-2:30pm. All sessions in McGill 106A.
Call 243-4255 for more information.

2 bd/1 bath 2 story. $650.00 rent/Dep. Bus Close.
Call Devan 728-8270 (office).

MISCELLANEOUS
www.montanamaps.com

COMPUTERS

Make Money taking Online Surveys. Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys. Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

Running said Montana State
University ran the state’s climatology
center for many decades. When the
state climatologist there retired in the
mid-’90s, he said, funding for the center was discontinued.
After discussions with MSU and
the governor’s office, Running said,
UM picked up where MSU left off.
Daniel Dwyer, vice president of
research at UM, was a strong supporter of the idea and helped allocate
existing funding to the new center.
“Climatology is very important to a
whole range of activities in the state,”

Be a Bartender. Must be 18 or older. Make $100-$150
per. night. Job placement in Missoula. Get Certified
Call 728-TIPS (8477)

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE

Bartending Positions in Missoula area Up to $200/
shift. No experience necessary. Call 728-8477

Montana Kaimin

PLAYERS
PLAYERS WANTED
WANTED
Women’s Hockey Goalie. Call 544-8366.

TRICK OR EAT
EAT
Come dressed in your favorite costume and join fellow volunteers to collect canned food for the Missoula
Food Bank. Meet in the Davidson Honors College on
Oct. 31st at 5:30 PM. Bring a bag. Contact 243-5531
with questions.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Earn COLLEGE CREDIT and travel to SAN FRAN by volunteering over winter break. Course and trip: $290
leaders, $465 participants. Dates 1/5/04 thru
1/18/04. Call Ben @ OCE 243-5531

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org
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